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Charlotte S. Wood writes Young Adult and Southern Gothic fiction, humorous non-fiction, and 
poetry.  Her works have appeared in an anthology of Virginia Poetry Society, and a Charming 
Shoppes sales flyer that was distributed in national newspapers.  She won the UVA Art Museum 
Writer’s Eye competition in university/adult prose when writers Rita Mae Brown (2007) and 
John Casey (2011) judged.  She teaches creative writing and filmmaking in central Virginia.  She 
lives in Orange County with her husband, son Truman, and dog, Chico.  Her favorite things are 
bouncy balls, ice cream trucks, English Bulldogs, and the color yellow. 
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Alabama Sun 
 

 
The old homestead, faded, peeling at the sides, and crumbling from the corners, stood 

prominent at the center of the farmland, like a stoic relic enduring despite its people and 

surroundings.  Big Daddy, fixed in his steel wheelchair, looked out from the porch to the 

scorched fields before him.  Like his ancestral home, he was slowly dying, enduring just to piss 

everyone off. 

 Ronnie walked in the fields overwhelmed in his thoughts.  He’d gotten the Kritzer girl 

pregnant and yet no one but he and she and God knew about it.  He didn’t love her, but she had 

become a diversion to the sameness and predictability of Alabama summer: red clay, stifling 

humidity, mosquitoes and all. 

 Big Daddy watched Ronnie, confused by the mystery of his grandson. Unlike his 

grandson, Ronnie’s mother, Baby Doll, was steady in three respects: devoted to her father, crazy 

in the head, and adamant Ronnie’s father was Jesus.  

 As Ronnie trudged up the wide porch steps, Big Daddy shielded his eyes from the stab of 

the sun.  Ronnie leaned against a chipping column and looked down at his grandfather. Big 

Daddy stared back at the black silhouette in front of him, which made him recall happier times.  

Ronnie shifted at his grandfather’s gaze and glanced at the fading Rebel flag on Big Daddy’s 

forearm.  The heat bugs were louder than usual, it seemed. 

 “When you think you could make yourself useful ‘round here?” Big Daddy asked, 

menacingly.  He began to choke on his own phlegm.  Ronnie stared at him like an ugly bug that 

had invaded his room; one he wouldn’t dare save but would tear up a mess to get to and kill.  He 

stood still and watched as Big Daddy wiped the frothy spit off his mouth and stared with cloudy 

eyes back at Ronnie. 
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 “Baby Doll, stop praying for salvation and get me my tonic!” Big Daddy yelled through 

the screen door.  Ronnie continued to stare at the man, physically feeble, but still as mentally 

domineering as ever.  Baby Doll’s feet shuffled in worn house slippers along the hardwood floor 

sounding like sandpaper on grainy timber. 

 “Here, Daddy,” she said as she rushed to his side and with fat hands gave him the mason 

jar.  Flustered she hadn’t gotten to him sooner, but happy with today’s latest news. 

 “Oh Daddy, Jesus done tol’ me that he’s coming to take this world home.”  Her faded 

housedress stretched against her bosom as she breathed with excitement.  “He’s sending a 

staircase of golden light that will carry us upward to Heaven.”  Ronnie and Big Daddy, 

accustomed to her zealous speech, ignored her like the in and out of their breaths. 

*     *     * 

 He would make himself useful by tackling the hornets’ nest that hung from the left side 

of the old barn.  The size of a basketball, the paper mache mass buzzed with the loud excitement 

of life.  In his boredom, Ronnie came up with the ingenious idea to take his hunting bow, light a 

gasoline soaked rag to the end of an arrow, and set the thing on fire.  The smell of the fumes 

mixed with the rust from the old can burned his nose hairs.  He squinted against the stab of the 

sun and watched the nest turn into a black shadow of a ball before him.  He had one chance to 

get it right.  His calloused fingers felt hard against the tension of the string as he pulled back.  He 

could feel the heat from the fiery tip warming his wrist and forearm.  Just then, hornets the size 

of his thumb began flying in and out of the buzzing ball.  Ronnie said a small prayer and 

released.  The arrow hit its intended target and burst into a mass of fire.  He hadn’t thought 

through what could, and did, happen next.  Too shocked to run, Ronnie watched the ball ignite 

the kudzu above it.  The summer heat had dried out nearly everything and now the kudzu that 
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swallowed the barn rapidly caught fire as the flames trailed along the twisting vines and cluster 

of leaves like a domino maze set to fall.  The fire grew and raged with the wind.  It trailed the 

kudzu twined around the electric line that ran from the barn to the house.  The house, like the 

barn, had given into the green beast and was also being buried alive.  No longer could Ronnie 

hear the anger of the hornets because their voices now drowned in the wrath of the blaze.  The 

roof caught fire first, then the backside of the fading house.  Inside, he could hear parts of his 

mother’s excited chants, something about “light” and “home” and “Jesus”.  Big Daddy cussed 

her with forked tongue and begged his daughter to shut up and save them both.  By the time 

Ronnie had regained his reasoning, the house stood fully illuminated and choking in the blaze.  

Ronnie felt terrified and horribly helpless.  He knew he wouldn’t save Big Daddy, and his obese 

mother would stand firm in her belief and wait for Jesus to “carry her home” thus risking his own 

life, as well. 

 As the fire gained breath and grew louder, the sounds of Big Daddy’s screams and his 

mother’s incantations faded under the curtain of flames.  Suddenly, Ronnie began to view his 

situation with morbid optimism.  He wiped the tears from his face with the tail of his tee shirt.  

He walked lightly across the fields as if he were groundless and looked back once more to what 

he was leaving behind: a controlling grandfather, a mentally unstable mother, a bastard child, 

and a house full of oppression and judgment.  Clouds of heavy smoke and tendrils of crimson 

flames rose to the red sun above them.  He turned to face the acres of dried fields that carpeted 

his way.  Realizing he had lost everything but his name, and left to wander in the Southern 

wilderness, Ronnie felt it was time he find Jesus.     

 
This is one of my favorite fiction pieces, and it was loosely based on a real fire, but I 

wanted to include a number of Southern Gothic elements.  The ending leaves the reader gasping, 
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which I love, and my details are pretty good, especially the description of the hornet’s nest and 

the allusion to Jesus wandering the wilderness.  I found it difficult, at times, to constrain this to a 

maximum 1,000-word fiction piece.  In going back, I would edit it again to change Baby Doll’s 

name to Doll Baby.  It just reminds me too much of the Tennessee Williams reference from his 

one-act play, “27 Wagons Full of Cotton.”
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    Of Queens and Saviors 
 

 The backs of Danny’s small hands stung from infected, bloody scratches that looked like 

roads crisscrossing a map.  Queenie, his aging Blue Tick hound, followed him with assured faith, 

even though on the first day of his escape he had beaten her with a stick to get her to go home 

and leave him be.  Danny trod onward through the woods and trailed the creeks upstream hoping 

to die far enough away to never be found.  At eight-years-old, he reasoned it better his family 

bury one son rather than two.   

Halfway through the second day he gave into hunger and cracked open a few fallen 

acorns with his back teeth.  The sour, mealy nutmeats triggered painful cramps in his gut.  

Queenie waited patiently, even wandered off a few feet to give him some privacy.  Every time he 

heard his name echo up the hills, riding along the wind, he increased his pace despite the 

smarting of his aching muscles. 

 Occasionally, a phantom shotgun blast roared through the dark mountain.  It forced 

Danny to reconsider, to remind, to reprimand.  It rumbled past him like the guttural groans of a 

starving beast only to be overtaken by the sad cooing of a Mourning Dove.   

 Down the ridge, the low baying of hounds trailed behind him.  At first, Queenie had 

barked back and shifted her direction to summon them, but Danny had lowered his child voice to 

yell as stern as his father at her. She turned to him, her caramel eyebrows highlighting the black 

mask of her face.  Queenie bowed and hunched her shoulders, defeated.  She couldn’t leave him 

to suffer alone.  Her head shook; the flapping of her thin ears knocked the sides of her concave 

jowls.  Danny patted the top of Queenie’s sweaty head, raising invisible stink clouds of dank dog 
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fur, and thanked her for staying.  He felt bad for having beaten her earlier, but the look of 

knowing and acceptance that radiated from her sable eyes calmed his uncertainties.  

 As evening curtained the forest, he settled on dips in the soil and covered himself with 

dead leaves.  Queenie spun in three complete circles to create an invisible blanket of security 

before resting on her haunches and spreading across on her side, pushing her weight tight against 

him.  Danny snuggled in close to her warmth and cried dirty tears as the haunting timbre of a 

Great Horned Owl and Queenie’s gentle rhythmic snores accompanied him in sleep like the 

tender thumping of his frail heart. 

*       

 Unwelcome words awakened Danny on the third day. 

“We found you, boy, it’s going to be okay.”   

Danny knew if he opened his eyes it wouldn’t be okay.  He had failed in so many ways.  

He didn’t care to be found, and he didn’t deserve saving.  Eyes closed, he searched for Queenie 

by reaching his arms wide in all directions like Vitruvian Man.  The spot of ground where she 

had lain was as barren, cold, and damp as the earth around him. 

 Strong hands reached under Danny’s arms and lifted his body into a seated position.  

Danny had moved too quickly.  A dizzying flood forced his eyes to focus on something stable.  

A moat of worn work boots and the bottoms of faded denim accosted him as nausea replaced his 

fear.  He had been caught and nothing would bring his brother back.   His life would always be 

less than it had been before, and he would never shake it. 

 His eyes trailed a set of pant legs up to stained overalls to a tattered shirt, across thick 

folds of facial wrinkles, over a high brow, beyond a crumpled hat and above the man’s head.  

The sun beat harshly but brought no heat.  The man’s breath emitted clouds of warm 
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condensation as the sun shadowed him in somber silhouette.  Naked tree limbs branched out of 

his head like a black multitude of twisting horns. A shotgun lay nestled across the crook of his 

elbow like a contented baby.  The black god tapped Queenie on her head as reward for having 

lead them to the boy.  

Suddenly, a violent roar rumbled in Danny’s ears as he protected them with his small fists 

and screamed and cried and shouted and prayed for them to stop shooting.   

“We ain’t shot not once,” a man tried explaining, hoping to comfort him.  The men stared 

down in sorrow upon this quaking, filthy boy lost in the wilderness, uncertain of how to 

approach him.  Queenie squeezed between the legs of two men and crept toward Danny as if the 

slowness of her steps could inspire calm.  She whined softly enough for him to hear between his 

heavy sobs and sorrowful prayers.  She nudged Danny’s swollen hand with her moist nose and 

snorted gently in his face.  Danny stopped sobbing, as if controlled like a sad marionette, and 

peered into Queenie’s eyes at the shadow of his fragile reflection.  She would never leave him 

again until her time came.  The eldest man handed his shotgun to another, lifted Danny’s 

faltering frame, and cradled him in his ancient arms.  

 Before giving in to nightmares, Danny half cried and half moaned, “I didn’t know it was 

loaded.” 

“We know, son,” the old man reassured and soothed.   

The men nodded in understanding then retreated; crushing rotting leaves beneath their 

feet as they followed old fire trails back to home.  Queenie remained at heel to his side and while 

Danny slumbered his savior wept for what had been done that could never be undid. 
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This is another one of my favorite pieces.  My paternal grandfather had a number of 

brothers.  One of them was playing with a shotgun or rifle and accidentally shot and killed his 

other brother.  He ran into the woods and as he heard a search party looking for him, he ran 

further and further into the woods.  I like the bond I created between Danny and the hound, 

Queenie.  I think I did a pretty good job conveying his anxiety and fears.  I like the descriptions, 

especially of the man who finds him and how “naked tree limbs branched out of his head like a 

black multitude of twisting horns.”  In going back, I don’t think many people got the allusion to 

Daniel in the Lion’s Den, so I would work that more.  This piece had to be no longer than 1,000 

words, but I believe it would be better longer.  Sometime I will extend it.  
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Georgia 

 
    Pungent, 
    too ripe for consumption, 
    on the verge of rot; 
    this smell— 
    sweet, passionate, and thick, 
    envelops me, 
    consumes me. 
    So supple and 
    easily punctured; 
    my touch 
    brands the velvet skin 
    with lack of pressure. 
 
    I peel flesh in ropes 
    as warm juice 
    travels between my fingers 
    and down my limbs 
    forming a natural paste 
    that adheres digits together. 
    I squeeze the meatiness, 
    remove a core, 
    and slide fervid tissue 
    between my palms 
    to collect in a pool 
    on my lap. 
 
    I anticipate  
    your preservation 
    so I can retrieve you 
    in December, 
    devour you, 
    and be reminded 
    of the experience 
    of these Southern 
     summer months. 
 

 
I have never fancied myself a poet.  I was inspired to write this poem after an evening of 

peeling over-ripe peaches with a friend.  This was my first experience making jam, and it was a 

hot, sticky mess in the middle of July.  I like the stanza and line breaks.  Many people took it to 
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be of a sexual reference, but indeed, it is not.  In going back, I would begin lines with stronger 

words. 

 


